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1. ABSTRACT
This paper considers the
development of a brain driven
car, whichwould be of great
help to the physicallydisabled
people. Since these cars will
relyonly on what the individual
is thinking theywill hence not
require any physicalmovement
on the part of the individual.
Thecar integrates signals from a
variety ofsensors like video,
weather
monitor,
anticollisionetc. it also has an
automaticnavigation system in
case of emergency. Thecar
works on the asynchronous
mechanismof
artificial
intelligence. It’s a great
advanceof technology which
will make the disabled,

able. In the 40s and 50s, a
number of researchers explored
the
connection
betweenneurology, information
theory, andcybernetics. Some of
them electronic networks to
exhibit
rudimentary intelligence, such
as W. GreyWalter's turtles and
the Johns Hopkins Beast.Most
researchers hope that their work
will eventually be incorporated
into amachine with general
intelligence (known asstrong
AI), combining all the skills
aboveand exceeding human
abilities at most or allof them. A
few
believe
thatanthropomorphic features
like artificialconsciousness or
an
artificial
brain
may
berequired for such a project.
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2. INTRODUCTION
The video and thermo
gramanalyzer
continuously
monitor activitiesoutside the
car.
A
braincomputerinterface
(BCI),
sometimes
called
a
directneural interface or a
brain-machineinterface, is a
direct communicationpathway
between a human or animal
brain(or brain cell culture) and
an external device.
In one-way BCIs, computers
either acceptcommands from
the brain or send signals toit
(for example, to restore vision)
but notboth. Two-way BCIs
would allow brainsand external
devices to exchangeinformation
in both directions but have yetto
be successfully implanted in
animals
orhumans.In
this
definition, the word brainmeans
the brain or nervous system of

anorganic life form rather than
the mind.
Computer
means
any
processing
orcomputational
device, from simple circuitsto
silicon
chips
(including
hypotheticalfuture technologies
such as quantumcomputing)
once the driver (disabled) nears
the car. The security system of
the car isactivated. Images as
well as thermo graphicresults of
the driver are previously fed
intothe
database
of
the
computer. If the videoimages
match with the database entries
then the security system
advances to thenext stage. Here
the
thermo
graphic
imageverification is done with
the database.Once the driver
passes this stage the doorslides
to the sides and a ramp is
loweredfrom its floor. The ramp
has flip actuatorsinits lower
end. Once the driver enters
theramp, the flip actuates the
ramp to be liftedhorizontally.
Then robotic arms assist
thedriver to his seat. As soon as
the
driver
is
seated
EEG(electroencephalogram)hel
met, attached to the top of the
seat, islowered and suitably
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placed on the driver’shead.
A wide screen of the
computer is
placed at an angle aesthetically
suitable tothe driver. Each
program can be controlledeither
directly by a mouse or by a
shortcut.For starting the car, the
start
button
isclicked.
Accordingly
the
computerswitches
ON
the
circuit from thebattery to the
A.C.Series Inductionmotors.
3. BIOCONTROL SYSTEM
The
bio
control
systemintegrates signals from
various
othersystems
and
compares them with originalsin
the database. It comprises of
thefollowing systems:
Brain-computer interface
Automatic security system
Automatic navigation system
Now let us discuss each system
in detail.
3.1. BRAIN – COMPUTER
INTERFACE
Brain-computer interfaces
will increase acceptance by
offeringcustomized, intelligent
help andtraining, especially for
the
non-expert
user.Development of such a

flexible
interfaceparadigm
raises several challenges in
theareas of machine perception
andautomatic explanation. The
teams doingresearch in this field
have
developed
asingleposition,
brain-controlled
switchthat responds to specific
patterns
detectedin
spatiotemporal
electroencephalograms(EEG)
measured from the human
scalp.We refer to this initial
design as the Low-Frequency.
Asynchronous Switch Design
(LF-ASD)

The EEG is thenfiltered
and run through a fast
Fouriertransform before being
displayed as a threedimensional
graphic. The data can thenbe
piped into MIDI compatible
musicprograms. Furthermore,
MIDI can beadjusted to control
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other external processes,
such as robotics. The
experimental control system is
configuredfor the particular task
being used in theevaluation.
Real
Time
Workshop
generatesall
the
control
programs from Simulink
models and C/C++ using MS
Visual C++6.0. Analysis of data
is mostly donewithin Mat lab
environment.
Full image capture
playbackcontrol;
configurable.

and
user

Fig. 2: EEG Transmission

Fig. 3 EEG
3.1.1.
TEST
RESULTS
COMPARINGDRIVER
ACCURACYWITH/WITHO
UT BCI
1.
Able-bodied
subjects
usingimaginary
movements
could attainequal or better
control accuracies thanablebodied
subjects
using
realmovements.
2.
Subjects
demonstrated
activationaccuracies in the
range of 70-82% withfalse
activations below 2%.
3. Accuracies using actual
fingermovements
were
observed in therange 36-83%
4. The average classification
accuracyof
imaginary
movements was over99%.
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Fig.5 Eyeball Tracking
Fig.4 Brain-to- Machine
MechanismThe principle behind
thewhole mechanism is that the
impulse ofthe human brain can
be tracked and even
decoded. The Low-Frequency
Asynchronous Switch Design
traces themotor neurons in the
brain. When thedriver attempts
for a physical movement,he/she
sends an impulse to the
motorneuron. These motor
neurons carry thesignal to the
physical components suchas
hands or legs. Hence we decode
themessage at the motor neuron
to obtainmaximum accuracy.
By
observing
thesensory
neurons we can monitor the
eyemovement of the driver.

As the eye moves, the cursoron
the screen also moves and is
alsobrightened when the driver
concentrateson one particular
point in his environment.The
sensors, which are placed at the
frontand rear ends of the car,
send a livefeedback of the
environment to thecomputer.
The
steering
wheel
is
turnedthrough a specific angle
byelectromechanical actuators.
The angle ofturn is calibrated
from the distancemoved by the
dot on the screen.
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drops less than 4 Hzthen the
driver is in an unstable state.
Amessage is given to the driver
forconfirmation and waits for
sometime, tocontinue the drive.
A confirmed replyactivates the
program for automatic drive.If
the driver is doesn’t give reply
then thecomputer prompts the
driver for thedestination before
the drive.

Fig.6 Electromechanical
Control Unit

Fig.7 Sensors and Their
Range
3.2.
AUTOMATIC
SECURITY
SYSTEM
The EEG of the driver is
monitoredcontinually. When it

3.3.
AUTOMATIC
NAVIGATIONSYSTEM
As the computer is basedon
artificial
intelligence
it
automaticallymonitors
every
route the car travels andstores it
in its map database for future
use.The map database is
analyzed and theshortest route
to the destination is chosen.
With traffic monitoring system
providedby xmsatellite radio
the computer drivesthe car
automatically.
Video
and
anticollisionsensors
mainly
assist this drive byproviding
continuous
live
feed
of
theenvironment up to 180 m,
which is sufficientfor the
purpose.
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Fig.8 EEG Analysis Window
4. CONCLUSION
When the aboverequirements
are satisfied and if this
carbecomes cost effective then
we shallwitness a revolutionary
change in thesociety where the
demarcation between theabler
and the disabled vanishes. Thus
theintegration of bioelectronics
withautomotive systems is
essential to developefficient and
futuristic
vehicles,
which
shallbe witnessed soon helping
the disabled inevery manner in
the field of transportation.
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